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Abstract
Hard biomaterials such as bone, dentin and nacre have primarily a polypeptide phase
(e.g. tropocollagen (TC)) and a mineral phase (e.g. hydroxyapatite (HAP) or aragonite) arranged
in a staggered manner. It has been observed that the mechanical behaviour of such materials
changes with the chemical environment and the direction of applied loading. In the presented
investigation, explicit three-dimensional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based analyses
are performed on idealized TC–HAP composite biomaterial systems to understand the effects of
tensile and compressive loadings in three different chemical environments: (1) unsolvated, (2)
solvated with water and (3) calcinated and solvated with water. The MD analyses are performed
on two interfacial supercells corresponding to the lowest structural level (level n) of TC–HAP
interactions and on two other supercells with HAP supercells arranged in a staggered manner
(level n + 1) in a TC matrix. The supercells at level n + 1 are formed by arranging level n
interfacial supercells in a staggered manner. Analyses show that at level n, the presence of water
molecules results in greater stability of TC molecules and TC–HAP interfaces during mechanical
deformation. In addition, water also acts as a lubricant between adjacent TC molecules. Under
the application of shear stress dominated loading, water molecules act to strengthen the TC–HAP
interfacial strength in a manner similar to the action of glue. An overall effect of the observed
mechanisms is that, in a staggered arrangement, tensile strength increases in the presence
of water and calcinated water environments. On the other hand, corresponding compressive
strength decreases under similar circumstances. Fundamentally, supercells with primarily
normal load transfer at the TC–HAP interfaces are stronger in tensile shear loading. On the other
hand, supercells with primarily tangential or shear load transfer at the TC–HAP interfaces are
stronger in compressive shear loading. A combination of changes in chemical environment from
vacuum to calcinated water and changes in interfacial configurations in a staggered arrangement
could be chosen to make the TC–HAP material stronger under applied deformation.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Hard biological materials such as bone, dentin and nacre
are a class of hierarchical nanocomposite material systems

1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

primarily consisting of a mineral phase (e.g. calcium
hydroxyapatite (HAP), aragonite) and a polypeptides phase
(e.g. tropocollagen (TC), chitin) in a staggered arrangement
at the lowest fundamental length scale. In structural studies
of such biological materials, it is observed that the mineral
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the derivation of computational supercells from the staggered and layered assembly of TC molecules
and HAP blocks to form a collagen fibril. Supercell Level 1L has TC molecules placed vertically on the HAP 〈0001〉 surface. Supercell Level
1T has TC molecules placed horizontally on the HAP 〈0001〉 surface. The Level 2L supercell is formed by combining different Level 1L
supercells in a staggered manner. The Level 2T supercell is formed by combining different Level 1T supercells in a staggered manner.

crystals and the polypeptide molecules are arranged in a
staggered fashion [1–4] (figure 1(a)). Additionally, it has
been observed that the mechanical behaviour of such materials
changes with chemical environment and the direction of
applied loading [5–8]. In the presented research explicit
three-dimensional molecular dynamics (MD) simulation-
based analyses of tensile and compressive deformation
in idealized TC–HAP composite biomaterial systems are
reported to present an understanding of the effect of the
chemical environment and loading directionality (tension
versus compression) in three different chemical environments:
(1) unsolvated (vacuum), (2) solvated (water) and (3) solvated
in water with calcium ions (calcinated water). Such a TC–HAP
combination is primarily found in bone tissue.

Experiments and modelling studies at the continuum scale
have previously found a difference in tensile and compressive
properties of bone tissue [9]. At the nanoscale, bone tissue
primarily consists of a type-I collagen (TC) phase and a HAP
phase (Ca5(PO4)3OH). Despite the fact that TC is a soft
phase and HAP is brittle, together they form a material of
high mechanical strength and fracture toughness [10]. Bone
consists of some other constituents as well (such as non-
collagenous proteins, glycans, mineral impurities etc) [11].
However, interfacial interactions between the TC and the HAP
phases along with their hierarchical arrangement are thought
to be the most important factors imparting high strength and
fracture toughness [12]. Figure 1 shows that a staggered
arrangement is responsible for possible tension shear type load
transfer between TC molecules and HAP crystals [13]. There
have been explanations based on growth and mineralization for

the existence of such an arrangement [2, 3, 14]. However, it
may also be possible that the existence of such a structural
arrangement is driven by its important role in imparting high
mechanical strength.

With a view to understanding the role of TC molecules
and HAP mineral, the mechanical behaviour of biological
materials has previously been analysed using experiments,
modelling and simulations. Experimental approaches have
focused on analysing the tensile failure of single collagen
fibres and fibrils [12, 15–17], and on analysing structural
features at the nanoscale and its relation with the bone
tissue failure [18–20]. Modelling using the continuum
approaches has focused on understanding the role played
by the shear strength of TC molecules and the tensile
strength of HAP mineral in the fault tolerant hierarchical
structural design of biomaterials [5, 10, 13, 21]. Explicit
simulations using MD schemes have focused on understanding
the mechanical behaviour and properties of TC molecules in
different structural configurations [22–24], on understanding
hierarchical organization of TC molecules into collagen
fibrils and its effect on mechanical properties [25, 26], on
understanding properties of hydrated TC molecules [27, 28],
and on understanding the stability of the TC molecule with
respect to changes in residue sequences [29]. However,
MD based analyses of the effects of different interfacial
arrangements and the effects of the staggered arrangement
of TC and HAP on mechanical strength under tensile and
compressive loading have not been performed. Such analyses
could reveal important evidence about the role of interfacial
arrangement, loading directionality, structural hierarchy and
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chemical environment in biomaterial failure. The present work
reports such analyses.

In the presented research we analyse four different
supercells of TC and HAP as shown in figure 1. Two
interfacial supercells corresponding to the lowest fundamental
length scale are referred to as Level 1L and Level 1T. The
Level 1L supercell has predominantly tensile load transfer
between the TC–HAP interfaces. The Level 1T supercell
has predominantly shear loading at the TC–HAP interfaces.
Supercells at Levels n + 1, 2L and 2T, corresponding to the
next level in the hierarchy (n + 1) are formed by combining
Levels 1L and 1T, respectively, in a staggered manner in a
TC matrix. The choice of orientation of the HAP crystals in
all supercells, the size of the supercells, and the number of
supercells is limited due to the extensive computational time
involved. Limitations of computational time is also the reason
for the analyses in the presented work being performed only
for an idealized TC–HAP composite biomaterial. The MD
simulation results are compared with experiments as well as
analysed using a well established tension shear chain (TSC)
model for biomaterial failure characterization [5, 13].

2. Method and framework

The four different kinds of supercells generated are shown
in figure 1: two interfacial supercells corresponding to the
lowest structural level (level n: Levels 1L and 1T) of TC–
HAP interactions and two other supercells with HAP supercells
arranged in a staggered manner (level n + 1: Levels 2L and
2T) in a TC matrix. Levels 1L and 1T are two structurally
distinct TC–HAP interfacial supercells (figure 1) such that
Level 1L has TC molecules placed perpendicular to the HAP
{0001} surface and Level 1T has TC molecules placed along
the HAP {0001} surface. On the other hand, Level 2L has
the HAP supercells embedded such that the {0001} surface
of the HAP supercells is perpendicular to the longitudinal
axes of TC molecules and Level 2T has the {0001} surface
of the HAP supercells parallel to the longitudinal axes of
TC molecules. The HAP {0001} surface is chosen because
this surface is the most energetically stable surface of HAP
crystals [30], permitting us to analyse the effect of the
interfacial arrangement in detail without the effect of factors
such as surface reconstruction of the HAP surface etc. The
Level 1L and Level 1T supercells are generated based on
information about the two possible distinct types of load
transfer mechanism: (1) pure tensile loading and (2) pure shear
loading. The size of the Level 1L and 1T supercells was
chosen as the maximum size which could be computationally
analysed using 3D MD in a period of at most 7–10 days.
The size of Levels 2L and 2T was chosen such that HAP
supercells in these levels could be of the same approximate
dimensions as in the case of Levels 1L and 1T while forming
a staggered arrangement subjected to 3D periodic boundary
conditions (PBC). The number of supercells and the choice
of orientation of the HAP crystals in all supercells are limited
by the computational cost. All supercells are analysed for
uniaxial deformation using a well established method [31] in
three different chemical environments: (1) vacuum, (2) water

and (3) calcinated water. For the supercells of Levels 2L and
2T, the computational cost of deformation analyses is very high
(of the order of 15–20 days per analysis). In addition, we
did not find any significant difference between the longitudinal
and transverse stretching results. Therefore, the analyses here
present longitudinal stretching results for Levels 2L and 2T. In
the case of the Level 1L and 1T supercells, the computational
cost was lower (of the order of 7–10 days per analysis).

The structure of a full length TC molecule is a triple
helix of three polypeptide chains (two alike alpha chains,
and one beta chain). Each chain comprises approximately a
thousand amino acids (residues) with the characteristic Gly–
X–Y triplet sequence (Gly is glycine and X, Y can be any
other amino acid). The residue sequence of the full length
TC molecule in our study is acquired from reference [32]
(PDB ID ‘1YGV’). This residue sequence information is used
to generate the atomic level structure of the TC molecule
using the gencollagen package [33], and hydrogen atoms are
added by the psfgen module of the NAMD package [34] for
performing MD simulations. The TC molecule used in the
supercells consists of 90 residues, and is obtained by severing
the first 30 residues from each polypeptide chain, starting
from the C-terminal of the full length TC molecule with strict
Gly–X–Y sequence (required for gencollagen). The HAP
supercell is generated by using fractional coordinate and unit
cell parameter information provided by Elliott et al [35] for
monoclinic phase of HAP with space group P21/b, a =
9.4214 Å, b = 2a, c = 6.8814 Å, and γ = 120◦. The HAP
supercell consists of 64 unit cells (four unit cells along all three
crystallographic axes) with 88 atoms per unit cell and one TC
molecule of 90 residues consists of 1135 atoms.

2.1. Force field functions and parameters

All simulations are performed using the NAMD package as
it works better with large biomolecules and can be scaled
well to very large processor counts [36]. A combination
of the CHARMM22 force field [37] and an inorganic force
field reported earlier for HAP [38, 39], is used to model the
atomistic interactions. The interfacial interactions between
the TC and the HAP phases are described based on quantum
mechanically derived van der Waals parameters available in the
CHARMM22 force field. The CHARMM22 potential energy
function [40] is composed of an intra-atomic term, EINTRA, and
an inter-atomic term, EINTER,

E = EINTRA + EINTER. (1)

The term EINTRA is given by,

EINTRA =
∑

kb(ri j − ro)
2 +

∑
kθ (θi jk − θo)

2

+
∑

kUB(rik − r ′
o)

2 +
∑

|kφ| − kφ cos(nφ)

+
∑

kω(ω − ωo)
2. (2)

Here, kb, kθ , kUB, kω and kφ are force constants, ro, θo, r ′
o

and ωo are the equilibrium bond length between sites i and
j , the equilibrium bond angle, the equilibrium bond length
between sites i and k, and the equilibrium improper torsion
angle, respectively, ri, j is the distance between sites i and j ,
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ri,k is the distance between sites i and k, θi jk is bond angle
between sites i , j and k, and φ and ω are the dihedral angle
and improper torsion angle, respectively. The third term in
equation (2) denotes the Urey–Bradley term. The inter-atomic
term includes Coulombic and Lennard-Jones potential terms
and is given by

EINTER =
∑ 1

4πεo

qi q j

ri, j

+
∑

εi j

[(
Rmin,i, j

ri, j

)12

− 2

(
Rmin,i, j

ri, j

)6
]
. (3)

Here, ri, j is the distance between the i th and j th particles with
charges qi and q j and εo is the vacuum dielectric constant.
The terms εi j and Rmin,i, j determine the minimum and zero
of the van der Waals term. The particle mesh Ewald method
is used to calculate electrostatic interactions with a cut-off of
12 Å. The CHARMM22 force field and topology parameters
for the TC molecule are directly obtained from the CHARMM
website [40]. For water, we employed the TIP3 model [41].
Proline frequently occupies the X and Y positions in the Gly–
X–Y triplet and some of them hydroxylate to hydroxyproline
(HYP), which has been reported to enhance the stability of
the TC triple helix [42–45]. Parameters for the non-standard
residue HYP are obtained using the procedure outlined by
Anderson [46].

2.2. Simulation details

Simulations are performed with PBCs imposed in the three
dimensions. In order to create water and calcinated water
environments, water molecules and calcium ions are added
to the supercells using the ‘SOLVATE’ module in visual
molecular dynamics (VMD) software. This approach of
adding solvating molecules is a standard approach followed
in biomolecular simulations [47, 48]. Care is taken such
that charge neutrality exists in all scenarios. For all
supercells, energy minimization is first performed using
conjugate gradient and line search algorithms, until there is
no significant change in the total energy. After minimization,
MD equilibration with a time-step of 1 fs/step is performed
at 0% strain in two different ensembles: (1) isothermal–
isobaric (N PT ) ensemble for equilibration at 1 atm pressure
and 300 K temperature until the volume of the supercell
being equilibrated has stabilized and there are minimal
pressure fluctuations; and (2) canonical (NV T ) ensemble for
equilibration at 300 K until the fluctuations in the temperature
subside. The termination criterion for equilibration is: when
there is no significant change in the supercell volume and a
mean pressure of 1 atm with mean temperature of 300 K is
achieved. During N PT equilibration, a flexible cell flag is
used to allow cell dimensions to change independently in three
orthogonal directions and the resulting equilibrated structure is
then used for the deformation study in the NV T ensemble.

The stress–strain curve information is generated based
on the well established procedure of Tomar and Zhou [31].
In order to obtain stress–strain plots for a supercell such as
Inter1L, first the virial stress tensor for the supercell at 0%
strain is recorded. Then, a strain increment of ε = 2%

for tension and ε = −2% for compression is given to the
supercell in the designated stretching or compression direction.
In order to account for Poisson’s effect, the cell is compressed
or stretched by νε% for tension and compression, respectively.
Here, ν is Poisson’s ratio taken to be 0.3 based on an average
of the reported literature values for TC and HAP. The cell
is then equilibrated using the same sequence of N PT –NV T
equilibration as that at 0%. The virial stress tensor at the end of
the equilibration is recorded as the stress tensor corresponding
to the strain level of 2%. Subsequently, the cells are further
subjected to straining of ±2%, depending upon whether its
tension or compression and the virial stress recorded after
equilibration at the resulting strain level. Equilibrated structure
from one simulation is used as an input structure for the next
successive deformation level. This cycle continues until a
strain level of 20% is reached. The values at 0% are considered
residual stress values and subtracted from stress values at all
strain levels so that the initial 0% deformed state corresponds
to the unstressed state.

3. Results and analyses

The analyses focus on understanding the correlations among
the peak stress, the relative arrangement of TC molecules with
respect to the HAP mineral, the direction of loading, and the
chemical environment. It is important to understand at this
point that the simulations are classical in nature and, therefore,
analyses do not focus on the fundamental bond breaking
mechanisms at the localized length scale of individual bonds.
Accordingly, the insights offered by the analyses mainly focus
on an overall mechanistic understanding without providing
details about the mechanisms of individual bond breaking.

3.1. Mechanism of deformation and failure

During analyses it was invariably found that the dominant
tensile failure mechanism is the separation of TC–HAP
interfaces. The compressive failure mechanism is found to be
primarily driven by shear stress. The peak of the compression
stress–strain curves was found to coincide with shear breakage
of mineral crystals in each case. Figure 2 shows a snapshot
explaining tensile interfacial failure for supercell Level 2T. At
the peak of the tensile stress–strain curve in all environments,
it is observed that TC molecules start cleaving off the HAP
surface. After the peak stress point has passed, the ends
of the TC molecules detach from the HAP surface and start
folding back on to the TC molecules. At physiological pH
values the amino acids in TC molecules are for the most part
zwitterionic with NH+

3 and COO− groups. These groups are
strongly attracted to the ions in the HAP surface (Ca2+, PO3−

4
and OH−), Posner and Beebe [49]. Since TC is a flexible
chain-like molecule it elongates on applied deformation but
cleaves off after the point when it is fully stretched. Such
cleavage results in local nanoscale interfacial failure. We
observed that in almost all cases the failure occurs in a ductile
fashion. Accordingly, the effective strength of the supercells
under study needs to be characterized using a measure based on
principal stresses that can effectively describe ductile material
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Figure 2. (a), (b) Snapshots showing the two primary stages of deformation in the Level 2T supercell. Almost invariably the peak of the
stress–strain curves coincides with the collagen cleaving from the HAP–TC interface. Similarly, a cleavage-driven interfacial separation
mechanism was observed for Levels 1L, 1T and 2L as well.

failure. We chose the widely accepted von Mises stress as such
a measure.

We performed extensive visual analyses of the tensile
and compressive deformation to understand the role of
the changing chemical environment on the changes in the
mechanical behaviour of TC and HAP (figure 3). We observed
that the water molecules act as a lubricant between adjacent
TC molecules during axial stretching when the loading is
dominantly tensile. However, under dominant shear type
loading the water molecules act as glue between adjacent TC
molecules and at the TC–HAP interfaces, increasing the bond
strength. Overall, in all cases, we saw that the presence
of calcinated or non-calcinated water molecules results in
a significant stability of TC molecules. At the TC–HAP
interfaces the presence of water molecules results in increased
interfacial bond strength through electrostatic bridging. This
increase is substantial for tensile and tension shear loading
where TC molecules have very low or no opportunity for
folding onto themselves. These mechanistic insights are in
accordance with the earlier findings of Zhang et al [28]. The
further analyses in this paper are presented in light of these
mechanistic findings.

3.2. Effect of chemical environment

In animal bodies biological materials are surrounded by
various bodily fluids, with water and salts being the main

component of the fluids. It is thought that the presence
of water and Ca2+ ions affects the mechanical properties
of collagenous tissues [19, 50]. To understand this issue
the supercell deformation is analysed in vacuum, water and
calcinated water environments. Figure 4 shows the tensile and
compressive stress–strain curves obtained for Level 1L and 1T
supercells in all chemical environments. In the case of the
Level 1L supercell, tensile loading is shared by TC, HAP and
the TC–HAP interface. However, during compression most of
the applied compressive strain is transferred to the folding of
TC molecules and a relatively small amount is transferred to
the HAP block through the TC–HAP interface. This explains
that the observed compressive strength of Level 1L supercells
is significantly less than the tensile strength. The change
in the chemical environment has more impact on the tensile
than compressive strength of Level 1L. This is explained by
the observation that both during tension and compression, the
interfacial bond strengthening due to the change in chemical
environment (explained in section 3.1) affects the extent of load
transfer between the HAP and the TC at TC–HAP interfaces.
The interfacial strengthening has no direct role to play in the
compressive deformation and hence has little impact. In the
case of the Level 1T supercell, tensile loading is also shared
by TC, HAP and the TC–HAP interface with one significant
difference now when compared to Level 1L. While in the
case of the Level 1L supercell TC–HAP interfacial interactions
involved normal (perpendicular) load transfer, in Level 1T the
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Figure 3. Snapshots comparing Level 2T supercell failure under tension in (a) vacuum and (b) water environments. In the vacuum besides
interfacial failure as observed earlier in figure 2 we also observe a folding of TC molecules onto themselves, indicating that TC molecules
may not have a stable structure in the absence of water molecules.

load transfer at the TC–HAP interface occurs through shearing
between the TC and the HAP phases. In addition, contrary
to the case of Level 1L, the mechanism of load transfer does
not change when the loading direction changes from tension
to compression. Correspondingly, we observe no tension–
compression strength asymmetry in a vacuum environment for
Level 1T. Contrary to what is observed in the case of Level
1L, we observe that the environment affects the tensile as
well as the compressive strengths significantly. Unlike the
case of Level 1L, in Level 1T a significant portion of applied
tensile and compressive deformation is shared by the TC–HAP
interface. Consequently, increase in the interfacial strength
with change in the chemical environment (explained earlier)
directly results in significant strengthening of the material.

Figure 5 shows the stress–strain curves under tension and
compression for Level 2L and 2T supercells. As shown in the
figure, strength values for hierarchical supercells (Levels 2L
and 2T) are an order of magnitude less than those for interfacial
supercells (Levels 1L and 1T). Level 2 supercells are formed by
embedding Level 1 supercells in a TC matrix. Dominant tensile
loading at the TC–HAP interfaces and in HAP in the case of
supercell Level 1L and dominant shear loading at the TC–HAP
interfaces in the case of supercell Level 1T is replaced by a
combination of tensile and shear loading. In the case of the
Level 2L supercell tensile loading results in stretching of TC,
HAP and TC–HAP interfaces with shear load based transfer of
stresses between adjacent HAP blocks through the TC matrix.
During compression, however, the majority of applied strain
in Level 2L gets allocated to the folding of the TC matrix

with a small share going to the compression of HAP blocks
through TC–HAP interfacial interactions. Correspondingly,
there is significant tension–compression strength asymmetry
in the case of the Level 2L supercell. Contrary to what was
observed in the case of the Level 1L supercell, we observe a
significant effect of the change in the chemical environment
for the Level 2L supercell. The reason for this is similar
to what was explained for Levels 1L and 1T. In this case
we have combined shear tension load transfer at the TC–
HAP interfaces. In addition, as explained earlier, water acts
as a lubricant between adjacent TC molecules in addition to
stabilizing TC intermolecular interactions. A combined effect
of these factors is that under tension, Level 2L has better
mechanical strength. TC molecules are, however, unable to
resist compression. Therefore, the TC–HAP interface has
little role to play in determining the compressive strength
(since it is strain controlled deformation). Since water acts
as a lubricant between adjacent TC molecules, the change in
chemical environment from vacuum to water and calcinated
water leads to a reduction in compressive strength. The Level
2T supercell is formed by putting Level 1T supercells in a TC
matrix in a staggered manner. Accordingly, shear deformation
at the TC–HAP interfaces is the primary mechanism of load
transfer. However, by virtue of the TC matrix the load
distribution mechanism is a combination of tensile and shear
deformations. Owing to the shear dominance at the TC–HAP
interfaces, the change in chemical environment increases the
system’s strength under tension. Level 2T is the strongest
system under tension. However, under compression, due to
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Figure 4. Tensile and compressive von Mises stress versus strain plots as a function of the chemical environment in the case of (a) a Level 1L
supercell loaded in the longitudinal direction and (b) a Level 1T supercell loaded in the transverse direction.

a similar mechanism observed in the case of Level 2L, the
change in chemical environment results in a reduction in the
mechanical strength of Level 2T. Overall, Level 2T is stronger
than Level 2L owing to the dominance of shear interactions in
the case of Level 2T. An interesting observation from figures 4
and 5 is that the introduction of hierarchy does not change the
strain values corresponding to the peak stress in the stress–
strain curve.

Figure 6 shows the peak stress and peak strain values
corresponding to the stress–strain curves shown in figures 4
and 5, as a function of structural arrangement and chemical
environment. As shown, the peak stress values for hierarchical
supercells are an order of magnitude less than those for
interfacial supercells, implying that the structural hierarchy
results in a reduction of the strength and stiffness of the
composites. This is clearly because Level 2 supercells have
a significant amount of TC matrix. Peak stress values in the
presence of water (water and calcinated water environments)
consistently show an increase for all supercells. At level n,
the highest increase is for the Level 1T supercell. At level
n+1, however, the increase is of almost the same order for both
supercells under tension and the decrease is of the same order
under compression despite the different structural features,
implying that the presence of TC matrix has a significant effect
on material behaviour. The difference in peak stress values at

level n is significantly higher than that at level n + 1. Clearly,
orientation has stronger effect at the smallest length scale. With
the introduction of hierarchy, the effect of change in orientation
on the change in strength diminishes.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the values of Young’s
modulus for Level 1 (level n) and Level 2 (level n +
1) supercells. Values of Young’s modulus for hierarchical
supercells are an order of magnitude less than those for
interfacial supercells. At both levels of hierarchy, we see
that Young’s modulus of the supercell with a shear dominated
deformation mechanism is higher. Figure 7 also shows the
absolute upper and lower bounds of Young’s modulus values
for all supercells defined by the Voigt limit, EVoigt,

EVoigt = Emφm + Epφp, (4)

and the Reuss limit, EReuss,

1

EReuss
= 1

Emφm
+ 1

Epφp
. (5)

In the above equations, Em and Ep are the values
of Young’s modulus for HAP mineral and TC molecules,
respectively, in a vacuum, and φm and φp are the corresponding
volume fractions. As shown, level n supercells have
all modulus values within the bounds, while hierarchical
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Figure 5. Tensile and compressive von Mises stress versus strain plots as a function of chemical environment in the case of (a) a Level 2L
supercell loaded in the longitudinal direction and (b) a Level 2T supercell loaded in the longitudinal direction.

supercells (level n + 1) have almost all modulus values
below the lower bound. It is important here to revisit the
definition of Reuss and Voigt bounds. While the Reuss bound
describes an extreme condition of iso-stress (stress being the
same everywhere) in a sample, the Voigt bound describes
a condition of iso-strain in a sample (strain being the same
everywhere) [51]. An examination of individual component
strains and stressed in Level 2 supercells showed that the
conditions of iso-strain and iso-stress for uniformly applied
external deformation do not apply to both the supercells.
Earlier, Broedling et al [52] (see figure 12 in their paper)
have also observed a similar violation of the Reuss limit for
a staggered arranged Ni–Al composite at the lowest end of
the length scale. An explanation of such observation has been
offered by Chen et al [53]. According to them, it is possible
that at high pressures, such as those observed in simulations
here at the nanoscale (typical for a nanoscale MD simulation),
a uniform transition from a state of iso-stress corresponding to
the lower bound to a state of iso-strain corresponding to the
higher bound may not be followed with changes in structural
arrangement. In this condition it is possible that lower Reuss
bound is violated. Such a condition is possible for materials

with incipient plasticity [53] such as Level 2 supercells here
consisting of polymer (TC) matrix.

Level 2 supercells represent the next level (level n + 1) in
structural hierarchy to Level 1 type interfacial arrangements
(level n) (figure 8). A well established TSC model
for hierarchical nanocomposites correlates the strength and
stiffness in materials with successive structural hierarchical
levels [5]. Representations of the TSC model with an
illustration of the two different levels of structural hierarchy are
shown in figure 8. Under an applied load (shown by arrows),
the HAP platelets carry most of the load while TC molecules
transfer the load between HAP crystals via high shear zones
at the HAP–TC interfaces. To correlate stiffness and strength
values at different levels of hierarchy, the TSC model assumes
a fractal hierarchy. Stiffness at the (n + 1)th level, En+1, is
related to stiffness at nth level, En , by,

En+1 = φn En. (6)

Under tension, the approximate volume fraction of the
hard phase in the Level 2T supercell is φn ≈ 0.25. The
average value of the Young’s modulus from MD simulation
for the Level 1T supercell, for all chemical environments, is
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Figure 6. A comparison of the tensile and compressive peak stress values for (a) Level 1L and 1T supercells in vacuum, water and calcinated
water atmospheres and (b) for Level 2L and 2T supercells in vacuum, water and calcinated water atmospheres.
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Figure 7. A comparison of the tensile and compressive Young’s modulus values for (a) Level 1L and 1T supercells in vacuum, water and
calcinated water atmospheres and (b) for Level 2L and 2T supercells in vacuum, water and calcinated water atmospheres.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of a crack, the fracture localization zone, and the hierarchical levels in the tension shear chain model
arrangement of HAP mineral platelets and TC molecules in a TC–HAP composite.

En ≈ 64.3 GPa. Using equation (6), we get an average
value of the modulus for the Level 2T supercell of En+1 ≈
16 GPa. The value of Young’s modulus for the Level 2L
supercell obtained from MD simulation, averaged over all
chemical environments, is ≈12 GPa, which is close to the
calculated value of 16 GPa from the TSC model. Similarly, the
approximate volume fraction of the hard phase present in the
Level 2L supercell is φn ≈ 0.5. The value of Young’s modulus
from MD simulation for the Level 1L supercell, averaged
over all chemical environments, is En ≈ 36 GPa. Using
equation (6), we get an average value of the modulus for the
Level 2L supercell of En+1 ≈ 18 GPa. The average value of
Young’s modulus for the Level 2L supercell obtained from MD
simulation, over all chemical environments, is ≈8 GPa. This
analysis proves the applicability of an analytical model to the
TSC results shown here. Encouraged by this analysis we apply
the TSC model to analytically evaluate the interfacial strength
of the supercells simulated.

3.3. Understanding the interfacial strength of the supercells
based on the TSC model

The TSC model has been developed to describe the strength
and fracture resistance of biomaterials consisting of a hard
brittle phase such as HAP and a soft phase such as TC. At the
most fundamental level, the model assumes that biomaterial
failure occurs as a result of combined tensile and shear
deformations. One of the important aspects of the TSC
model is the prediction of the extent of peak fracture stress
localization around the crack tip in a biocomposite such as
the one shown in figure 8 [5, 13]. The extent of the fracture
stress localization is predicted as a multiple of the length scale
L shown in figure 8. Under an applied load (shown with
arrows in figure 8) the HAP platelets carry most of the load
while TC molecules transfer the load between HAP crystals via
high shear zones at the HAP–TC interfaces. The width of the
fracture localization zone, H , as a multiple of the characteristic
length, L, of the TC–HAP arrangement is given as [13],

H = ξ L . (7)

Here, ξ is a multiplying factor. In the present investigation, L
is taken as the length of the mineral platelet. Since L is the
same at both levels, n and n + 1, the ξ values are an indicator
of the extent of peak fracture stress localization and, thereby,
an indicator of the fracture strength. Higher ξ implies that
peak fracture stress is localized over a larger region resulting
in higher fracture strength, as in the case of ductile materials.
Lower ξ implies that the peak fracture stress is localized over
smaller region resulting in lower fracture strength, as in the
case of brittle materials. H is related to the fracture energy, Jc,
by the integral over a crack tip contour,

Jc = H
∫

σ(ε) dε. (8)

Here, σ and ε are the stress and effective strain of the supercell,
respectively.

In order to study the interfacial strength, the above integral
(equation (8)) is further simplified as [5, 13],

Jc = 1

8
ξφm L

τ ∗2
int ρ

2

E
+ ξ(1 − φm)Lτ ∗

intε
f
p, (9)

such that

τ ∗
int = σ ∗

m

ρ
. (10)

In equations (9) and (10), τ ∗
int, ρ, E , εf

p, φm and σ ∗
m are

interfacial shear strength, aspect ratio of mineral platelet,
Young’s modulus of the supercell, effective shear strain of
protein before fracture, mineral volume fraction and maximum
stress in the mineral platelet, respectively. Supercells at the
levels n and n + 1 have similar arrangement as the TSC
model, with HAP crystals and TC molecules arranged in a
staggered or layered fashion (figure 8). By using the TSC
model equations, an effective length of the HAP crystals
is first obtained, which is then used for further interfacial
strength calculations. The length of HAP crystals in the
supercells based on TSC model is towards the smaller side
of the predicted range of values of length of HAP crystals in
bone [54]. Young’s modulus, ultimate strength and fracture
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Figure 9. A comparison of the tensile and compressive interfacial strength values for (a) Level 1L and 1T supercells in vacuum, water and
calcinated water atmospheres and (b) for Level 2L and 2T supercells in vacuum, water and calcinated water atmospheres.

energy values in equations (9)and (10) are substituted from
stress–strain plots shown earlier.

The τ ∗
int values obtained for the supercells at levels n and

n + 1 in vacuum, water and calcinated water environments are
shown in figure 9. As shown, there is an order of two decrease
in the τ ∗

int values with increase in the level of hierarchy.
Interfacial strength values corresponding to a particular level
of hierarchy are of the same order. Change in the chemical
environment from vacuum to calcinated water leads to an
increase in the interfacial strength at level n. The effect of
the change in the direction of loading on interfacial strength
shows no clear trend at level n. However, at level n + 1,
changing the direction of loading shows a clear trend in the
interfacial strength values as a function of direction of loading.
At level n + 1, interfacial strength increases with change in
chemical atmosphere from vacuum to calcinated water. Since
the Level 2L supercell has primarily normal load transfer at
TC–HAP interfaces, it is stronger than the Level 2T supercell
in tension. However, the reverse occurs under compression,
where Level 2T supercell is stronger owing to the dominance of
shear load transfer at the TC–HAP interfaces and folding of TC
molecules in the case of Level 2L. We also see that changing
the environment under compression causes strength to reduce,
similar to what was reported earlier in stress–strain curves.
Overall, the mechanical strength in the staggered arrangement
is found to be strongly coupled to the texture in the TC–HAP
arrangement and the directionality of loading. Fundamentally,
supercells with primarily normal load transfer at the TC–HAP
interfaces are stronger in tensile shear loading. On the other
hand, supercells with primarily tangential or shear load transfer

at the TC–HAP interfaces are stronger in compressive shear
loading.

4. Discussion and conclusion

In the presented investigation, explicit three-dimensional
MD simulation based analyses of tensile and compressive
deformation in model TC–HAP systems are reported to gain
an understanding of the effect of the nanoscale interfacial
arrangement and structural hierarchy on biomaterial strength
and its correlation with loading directionality. Some studies
in the literature have pointed out that bone tissue at the
nanoscopic length scales may be subjected to combined
tensile and compressive loading while being subjected to a
majority of compressive loading at the macroscopic length
scale. It is therefore important to understand the effect
of loading directionality on nanoscale interactions in bone
tissue. Due to computational complexity, we have only
considered two primary phases of bone tissue (TC and HAP).
We are also limited in the length scale of our study due
to computational time limitations. The analyses point to an
important role for the coupling between loading directionality
and structural arrangement in determining mechanical strength
at the nanoscale.

Analysis results are based on our mechanistic understand-
ing of the behaviour of TC and TC–HAP interfaces in differ-
ent chemical atmospheres. In particular we found that water
molecules act as a lubricant between adjacent TC molecules
during axial stretching. The presence of water results in the
quelling of non-equilibrium fluctuations in the TC molecules
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leading to stable mechanical deformation (figure 3). These
findings are supported through earlier analyses by Zhang et al
[28]. In addition to the above findings we have also observed
that the presence of water as well as calcinated water increases
the strength of the TC–HAP interfaces though electrostatic
bridging during tension as well as sliding. Previous studies
have shown that hydration has a stabilizing effect on the colla-
gen triple helix [55] and solvated TC molecules requires more
energy to untie from the HAP surface [56]. The analyses con-
firmed that the presence of water indeed stabilizes the com-
posite supercells and imparts a better mechanical performance
for load handling. Water, being a polar solvent with the ca-
pability of making strong hydrogen bonds, has an affinity for
the HAP surface [49] and TC molecules. As a result it acts
as a bridge between the HAP surface and the TC molecules
resulting in strengthening of the interface. Similar interaction
behaviour of water at a protein–mineral interface is found in
nacre as well [57]. Water also acts as glue between TC–TC
interactions [28] and, thereby, delays the failure of the overall
system.

The overall effect of these mechanistic findings is that
under tension as well as under compression change in the
interfacial strength causes changes in the mechanical strength
of the systems. In addition to the changes in environment,
change in the mechanical strength of the systems under study
was also influenced strongly by the manner of load transfer
at the TC–HAP interfaces. In particular, based on the system
studies, two different types of load transfer mechanisms at
the TC–HAP interfaces were possible: (1) shear transfer of
load between TC and HAP at the TC–HAP interfaces; and
(2) normal transfer of load between TC and HAP at the
TC–HAP interfaces. TC molecules themselves are unable
to resist transverse loads and can only resist tensile normal
loads. Accordingly, the TC–HAP interfacial behaviour that
changes with changing chemical environments dominates the
material behaviour. The overall effect of these findings is
that the mechanical strength in a staggered arrangement is
strongly coupled to the texture in the TC–HAP arrangement
and the directionality of loading. Fundamentally, supercells
with primarily normal load transfer at the TC–HAP interfaces
are stronger in tensile shear loading. On the other hand,
supercells with primarily tangential or shear load transfer at the
TC–HAP interfaces are stronger in compressive shear loading.

Analyses also revealed that failure of both interfacial
and hierarchical supercells did not follow a scaling law
and occurred in the peak strain value range of 10%–
18%, regardless of an order of magnitude difference in the
corresponding peak stress values. This result indicates that the
failure of materials with staggered structure at the nanoscale
may be characterized constitutively as strain driven rather than
stress dominated. Currently, most of the bone biomaterials are
characterized using constitutive theories that are strain based,
e.g. Keaveny et al [58]. This result provided an argument
for the extension of such theories to the nanoscale. An
examination of scaling relations based on a very popular TSC
model for supercells at levels n and n + 1 revealed that the
predictions of the TSC model and MD simulations matched
closely for all supercells in the case of Young’s modulus values.

The scaling relations indicated an order of magnitude reduction
in the peak stress and Young’s modulus values while scaling
from levels n and n + 1. This result established the use of the
TSC model at the nanoscale for biomaterials in real chemical
environments.
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